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SINGAPORE:
+65 8142 9299
 (Travel products & Events)

+65 8404 8939 
(Organic Products information)

MALAYSIA: 
+6012 3708 299
(Organic Products information)

+6019 7738 985
(ZENXIN Organic Park, Kluang)

KEEP US AS  
YOUR OWN  CONTACT

WHATSAPP US
Your Name_Location_ 
Your feedback or questions.
Example: Fatimah_Singapore_May I know what 
is the new travel products in year 2020?

Or

Example: Fatimah_Johor_How much the farm 
tour package at ZENXIN Organic Park?

*for customers from Malaysia, please state 
which part of Malaysia you are from. 

Our Admin will reply you within 
24 hours

We have launched another communication platform (Whatsapp Business) 
that will not only allow you to get exclusive offers and promotions instantly, 

we can also notify you about our products, events etc real-time!

Connect 
w i t h   U s

Presented by:
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Time flies and Spring is now upon us. 

Understandably, uncertainties arising from COVID 19 
have caused some unsettling feelings amongst us, 
some might even feel helpless or slightly depressed. 
However, with awareness, we understand that worry 
is and cannot be good for health. 

Instead of worrying, there are indeed many things 
we can do, to take active steps to keep ourselves in 
good shape. If you have not already realised, positive 
thinking is the first step. Hence, staying healthily and 
thinking positively are always important. 

With the intention to support our loyal customers, 
ZENXIN embarked on something new------- we came 
up with an Immunity Box, packed in organic immunity 
boosters all of which are nature’s gifts,  and worked 
with Asia’s very own Juice Guru, Mark Leong, to 
spread awareness of the importance of boosting you 
and your family’s immunity during this period.

To give our customers greater convenience, we offer 
free delivery.

On social media, ZENXIN reworked all content and 
picked out organic produce and food items that are 
natural immunity boosters. We remind our audience 
through our facebook blurbs, to keep personal 
hygiene to the highest levels by keenly washing 
hands with soap.

Often, and we do not realise enough------ it is the 
little things we do that keep us well. Healing oneself 
can start small. Whenever I feel lacklustre, I always 
relied on bittergourd and cucumber to detox. 

D I R E C T O R ’ S
N O T E

I picked up the habit of juicing at home recently. The 
ingredient base of my juice is always green apples, 
lemons, ginger or turmeric, which I will top up with 
all kinds of organic vegetables such as Japanese 
Sweet Choy Sum, Siew Pak Choy, broccoli leaf, carrot, 
beetroot. I add a final touch of mint, coriander, spring 
onion etc to complete this organic beverage I would 
feed my body. 

Because I juice myself, I see the pronounced effect 
of drinking more than 2kg of organic vegetables and 
how easy it is for our body to absorb the instant 
flavonoids, vitamins immediately.

Many may think it is wasteful not consuming the pulp. 
I can offer you a simple solution------put them into a 
pressure cooker and make an organic vegetable soup 
stock out of these. One extra step though, is to pick 
out ingredients you do not want in your soup, such 
as lemon pulp or seeds.

We have to work on healing ourselves consistently. 
Part of this lies in making food choices wisely and 
consciously, such as reducing the amount of sugar 
intake, switching to brown rice and consuming more 
vegetables to build better health. 

With this mission in mind, ZENXIN will continue 
nurturing more organic farms, inspiring more 
farmers to be organic, and looking into more healing 
organic sources, from beans, grains, rice, spices, nuts 
and power foods like turmeric, beetroot, aloe vera, 
wheatgrass and etc. 

ZENXIN is committed to grow in this direction, For 
you, With you. #ZENXINwithyouforyou

HEAL     NG
O U R S E L V E S
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A strong immune system protects us from diseases, and 
it ensures faster recovery from infection too. Some tips to 
boost your immune system:
• Eat healthily 
• Stay hydrated

• Do not smoke 
• Exercise regularly

Personal hygiene including frequent and thorough hand 
washing is critical in infection control. Remember to wash 
your hands with soap. Wash diligently during this critical 
period!

During this critical period, avoid crowds if possible. Wear 
a face mask if you have to visit crowded places to protect 
yourself and others!
Be safe be healthy, ZENXIN is always here with you, for you.

Raw meats can harbour a lot of germs. Cook your food 
thoroughly before consumption. Use separate chopping 
boards and knives when handling raw meats and cooked 
food to avoid cross-contamination.

• Get adequate sleep 
• Minimise stress

HAVE YOU 
WASHED 
YOUR 
HANDS? 

CONSIDER 
AGAINST 
CONSUMING 
RAW MEATS

BOOST 
YOUR 
IMMUNE 
SYSTEM 

PROTECT 
YOURSELF, 
PROTECT 
OTHERS

BEST PRACTICES 
DURING COVID -19 #ZENXINwithyouforyou #coronavirus

Your health and wellness has always been our top priority. 

Even during the Movement Control Order (MCO) period, all ZENXIN outlets in Malaysia will remain open with the freshest 
organic produce for your selection. Choose to walk-in or shop online at : https://organicexpress.my/ for local pickup or 
delivery. 

In Singapore, despite the fact that The Singapore Food Agency has implemented additional entry control measures at Pasir Panjang 
Wholesale Center to contain the spread of COVID- 19, ZENXIN customers can still visit our shop with limited entry slots into the 
compound at any one time.

Alternatively, we strongly encourage you to shop online via http://Organicdelivery.sg for bulk purchase and group buys.

As the pandemic seems to have gained speed as seen in the rise of local infections, we have taken the necessary step to adjust 
outlet operation hours. To further protect our team whilst serving you —— our loyal friends at ZENXIN, we will be limiting the 
number of visitors and staff in our store to ensure the safety and well-being of both team and customers alike. 

For products info, 
Kindly  
whatsapp +65 8404 8939 or call: +65 6778 7369 (Singapore Outlet)

whatsapp to  +6012 3708 299 (Malaysia Outlets). For phone call, refer to pg15.

ADJUSTMENTS AT 
ZENXIN DURING 
COVID-19
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If love is 
as sweet as 
a flower,
then 
my mother 
is that 
sweet flower 
of love

“

“

S tev ie  Wonder

MALAYSIA & SINGAPORE

Mother
CELEBRATE

with
ZENXIN Organic Food
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Simply Natural’s Organic Handmade Rainbow Noodle is 
a quick way to reach a healthy meal in a short time. Just 5 
mins to prepare, these noodles are made from 20% fresh 
vegetables and premium quality Australian Flour with a 50 
years-old noodle making technique. Absolutely free from 
artificial colourings and flavourings, these are fuss free healthy 
meal choices for busy working mothers. They also help elderly 
mothers get enough nutrients from veggies in a noodle.

Organic Handmade 
Rainbow Noodle

Working 
Mothers

Elderly 
Mothers

Sourced from trustworthy origins, Simply Natural 
Supplements are free from pesticides, insecticides and other 
toxic ingredients which are healthier for mothers. These 
plant-based lines of supplements use only organic ingredients 
– and never anything artificial. If we’re consuming more 
organic fruits and vegetables to decrease the risk of common 
chronic diseases, it stands to reason that opting for organic 
whole-food based supplements can offer similar benefits. 
Simply Natural’s Supplement series are beneficial for mothers 
to meet their daily nutrient requirement and for supporting 
their overall body health. Pick your favourite one now.

Working 
Mothers

Elderly 
MothersSupplement Series

Start the day with a bowl of colourful, flavourful and 
wholesome oatmeal breakfast. Simply Natural’s Organic 
Muesli Series are made using Organic Finnish Oats with the 
combination of certified organic nuts and dried fruits. Highly 
convenient for working mothers as it only takes a few mins 
to prepare. Free from added sugar and preservatives, great 
for pregnant mothers to prevent gestational diabetes and 
helps elderly mothers keep blood sugar level in check.

Working 
MothersOrganic Finnish Muesli
Pregnant
Mothers

Simply Natural’s Organic Handmade Baby Noodles are 
carefully made using only organically grown fresh vegetables 
and high quality certified organic flour from Australia. 
Guaranteed free from artificial colouring and flavouring, 
the bright colours of the noodles are due to a high ratio of 
20% of organic vegetables puree used in the making of these 
noodles. The brighter the colour, the higher the nutritional 
value retained! Also, being free from harmful chemical 
fertilizers, pesticides and additives, these thin noodles are 
the perfect choice for your little ones.

Organic Baby Noodles New 
Mothers

HEALTHY GIFT 
FOR A HAPPY MUM

W H A T ’ S
N E W
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Here’s how to take care of Mommy’s sleep! Steep a hot cup  of 
Chamomile tea, inhale its wonderful floral fragrance and then 
sip this magical golden brew. Free from caffeine with an earthy 
and slightly sweet taste, Simply Natural Chamomile Tea is great 
for promoting sleep quality and excellent in relieving stress and 
anxiety. It also helps relieve colds, stomach upset and nausea! 
Certified organic, free from chemicals and pesticides.

Organic Chamomile Tea Elderly 
Mothers

Every ingredient in this blend is grown and processed 
in ZENXIN Organic Park, Kluang with the compliance 
of Australian and Malaysian organic standards. Perfect 
combination of organic mulberry leaves, organic lemongrass 
and organic pandan in this tea provides essential health 
benefits. Mulberry leaves contain 1-DNJ with antidiabetic 
property that helps maintain normal blood sugar level 
meanwhile lemongrass acts as diuretics to detox the body.

Organic Tropical Wonders Elderly 
Mothers

Simply Natural Organic Caraway Tea acts as a natural 
remedy for digestion. Strongly aromatic, caraway tea has 
pungent, anise-like flavour due to carvone and anethole, 
essential oils that are responsible in relieving digestive 
problems such as flatulence and irritable bowel syndrome. 
Moreover, beta carotene, lutein and cryptoxanthin present 
in caraway acts deter age-related eye disease such as 
cataracts in elderly mothers.

Organic Caraway Tea Elderly 
Mothers

Simply Natural Organic Tulsi Tea is aromatic, sweet and has 
a faint minty taste. Sourced from India, this tea was grown 
biodynamically under the compliance of international organic 
standards by USDA. The unique synergy from the crisp 
mountain air, warm sunlight and pure water from the gurgling 
streams delivers an exceptional flavour to our Organic Tulsi 
Tea. A cup of Tulsi Tea during working hours helps to balance, 
restore and protect the body internally and externally.

Organic Tul si Tea Working 
Mothers

Simply Natural Organic Hibiscus Tea is made from Roselle 
sepals and produced to its finest quality with compliance to 
international organic standards by HACCP, and SEKEM Group 
in Egypt. Very much suitable for elderly mothers as hibiscus 
tea contains flavonoids that possess anti-depressant 
property to calm the nervous system and maintain normal 
healthy blood sugar level. This cranberry-like, sourly flavored 
tea is best served cold with some honey that gives some 
resemblance to fruit juices.

Organic Hibiscus Tea Elderly 
Mothers

W H A T ’ S
N E W
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SINGAPORE

Mother’s Day is just around the corner! So you might 
have begun starting to plan a special surprise for Mum or 
anyone else who plays that role in your life.
ZENXIN Organic Food Singapore has prepared 3 special 
AlmaWin/Klar home-care gift sets with Mom’s well-being
in mind.
AlmaWin/Klar is a range of eco-friendly, hypoallergenic 
household cleaning products developed in Germany.

MALAYSIA

Due to overwhelming response last year, we are 
bringing our Organic Veggie Bouquet back!
This Mother’s Day, send mom a bouquet to nourish 
her body and spirit. Pre-order ZENXIN’s Organic 
Veggie Bouquet — perfect gift for mom! The 
bouquet comes in two packages: RM68 (4-5 types 
of Organic Fresh Produce) and RM88(6-7 types of 
Organic Fresh Produce).
The actual fresh produce variety depends on seasonal 
availability. So each bouquet will be a unique one for 
Mommy!
Drop us a message at 
+6012 7058 199
 for further enquiries!

Gift Your Mum a 
ZENXIN Organic
Veggies Bouquet

* Picture for illustration purpose only

Golden Set SGD 49.50  
(suitable for the elderly)
Items: kitchenware cleaner for 
sensitive hands, cooktop cleaner, 
toilet cleaner, colour washing powder 
and floor cleaner.

Essential Care Set SGD 52.50 
(suitable for mother with children 
7-12 years old) 
Items: kitchenware cleaner for 
sensitive hands, bathroom cleaner, 
toilet cleaner, sport/outdoor clothes 
detergent and fabric softener.

Shining Set SGD 45.50 
(Suitable for mother and baby)
Items: kitchenware cleaner for 
sensitive hands, baby bottle 
cleaner, toilet cleaner, clothes liquid 
detergent and fabric softener.

Purchase Skin Friendly Gift 
Sets to Get FREE Organic 
Fruit & Veggies for Mum

Organic 5-colour Fruit and 
Veggies Bouquet Up for Grabs!
Order these special sets and we will gift 
one Organic 5-colour Fruit and Veggies 
Bouquet to you (worth SGD20.00) so you 
can surprise Mom on Mother’s Day (10th 
May 2020). ZENXIN will get in touch with 
you on bouquet delivery matters.
Home Care Gift Sets can be purchased 
at ZENXIN @ Pasir Panjang or online via 
organicdelivery.sg. Each Home Care 
Gift Sets purchased online will enjoy 
FREE DELIVERY.
This promotion starts from 10th April 2020 and runs until 8th 
May 2020. 
For more info:
Whatsapp “Mom2020_Your name” to +65 8142 9299.

U P C O M I N G  E V E N T S
@  P A R E N T S ’  D A Y

Parents’ Day
    Special
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1.   
Thank you Mom: Complete the activities to get ingredients, and the child and dad prepare a
loving organic lunch for mom.
 

2.   
Mom, I love you: Write down a blessing to mom, and use your creative ideas to design an exclusive
Mother's Day postcard for mom.
 

3.  
Mother's Day Gift: Moms can get a sincere Mother's Day gift selected by own kid.

Suitable for 

Date 

Price 

Highlight Activity :

母亲节特备活动
MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL EVENT

Location : Zenxin Organic Park 

9/5/2020  Sat   9.30 am - 2.30 pm

Family  

RM 75/pax  (mommy free )

妈妈可额外获得养生泡脚体验+有机蔬果汁乙杯+有机水果乙份
Free herbal foot bath + 1 cup of organic vegetable juice + 1 organic fruit for mommy



Tomato, goji berry, cranberry are rich in lycopene which in turn 
gives its distinctive red color and remarkable health benefits, 
these include cancer protection, heart health promotion, 
vision improvement and protection against sunburn.

Carotenoids give orange or yellow color foods such as carrot, 
sweet potato and pumpkin their vibrant colour. Besides, 
curcumin in turmeric, a powerful antioxidant, best known for 
its anti-inflammatory function for joint pain reduction, is a type 
of xanthophyll carotenoid too.

Seeing green? Think detox. Plant-based green color food 
contains chlorophyll well-known for its detoxification and 
blood- building function. Spinach, broccoli, moringa often 
appear in the ‘superfood’ list as they are rich in nutrients like 
vitamin A, C, K and folate.

What gives purple/black color foods like black beans, blueberry 
and purple sweet potato their distinctive colour is anthocyanin. 
Anthocyanin is more than just a plant pigment, it’s also a 
powerful antioxidant that benefits eye, brain, immune system 
and heart health.

Energy Boosters

Anti Inflammatory

Antioxidants

Detox
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“5” is a powerful number not to be dismissed when it comes to food and diet. Consciously adding food from five 
colour groups everyday (Red, Yellow/ Orange, Green, Black/Purple, White/Brown) ensures you get a wonderful 

array of nutrients and vitamins, letting you derive the most health benefits to boost your immune system. Discover 
and explore more than 300 types of colourful organic food products by Simply Natural, ZENXIN’s sister brand.

UPsize your meal plans with these suggestions below:

N U T R I T I O N I S T ’ S
A D V I C E

White/ Brown color foods such as mushrooms are great foods 
best for vegans, mushrooms also possess anti-cancer, and 
immune enhancing functions attributed to its polysaccharides 
content. Another white colored superfood - Garlic is rich in 
allicin which has remarkable potential in protection against 
cardiovascular diseases and cancer.

Healing
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 INGREDIENTS

· 2 organic green 
apples, cored and 
cut into chunks

· 2 handfuls organic 
spinach

· 1 glass water

· 2-3 tablespoons 
honey, to taste

Z E N X I N
R E C I P E S

 INGREDIENTS

· 1 organic beetroot, 
cut into chunks

· 1 organic carrot, cut 
into chunks

· 1 organic red apple, 
cut into chunks

· 1 glass water

· 1 tablespoon fresh 
raw honey, to taste

 INGREDIENTS

· 3 large organic 
carrots, cut into 
chunks

· 2 organic red apples, 
cut into chunks

· 1 glass water

· 1-inch fresh organic 
ginger

 INGREDIENTS

· 3 small organic 
bananas

· ¼ teaspoon 
Lakadong turmeric 
powder

· 200 ml of fresh milk/ 
non-dairy milk

 INGREDIENTS

· 1 cup organic 
mulberries

· 1 organic banana

· 1 organic red apple

· 1 cup fresh milk/  
non-dairy milk

· 2 tablespoons fresh 
raw honey, to taste

Mom’s health and well being directly impacts a family’s happiness. And how do we keep Mommy 
healthy and happy when she has so many tasks to juggle to be the best mom to you? 

One of the easiest ways we can think of is to encourage Mommy to take more fruits and vegetables.
Try making our 5-color smoothie for Mom,  using a selection of ZENXIN Organic Fresh Produce !  

Mom would be able to feel the difference immediately!

5-COLOR SMOOTHIE RECIPES 
TO KICKSTART YOUR DAY, MAMA!

METHOD
 Combine all the ingredients in a blender. Process until completely smooth.

KEY FACTS
Prep Time: 5 minutes | Cook Time: 3 minutes | Serving size: 2 people

ORGANIC 
CARROT 
APPLE 
GINGER 
JUICE

ORGANIC 
SPINACH 
APPLE 
JUICE

ORGANIC 
APPLE 
BEETROOT 
CARROT 
JUICE

ORGANIC 
MULBERRY 
MILK 
SHAKE

ORGANIC 
BANANA 
TURMERIC 
SMOOTHIE

For 
your heart:  

Red

For 
detox and 
slimming: 

Green

For 
your 

immunity: 
Orange

Anti 
Aging: 
Purple

For Your 
Digestive 
Health: 
Yellow
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S P O T L I G H T 
@ Z E N X I N

ZENXIN had a wonderful opportunity to 
collaborate with Malaysia’s AEON Supermarket in 
February. From 6/2/2020 to 19/2/2020, ZENXIN 
exclusively worked on a ‘Organic Power of 5’ 
campaign for AEON’s Organic Fair featuring free 
smoothie sampling, latte art workshop, Simply 
Natural’s product promotion and giveaways! 
We like to express our heartfelt appreciation 
to customers far and wide for coming by to 
support us!

Missed the event? No worries, you can still 
purchase our products in AEON Supermarket 
nationwide!

Stay updated for our future events!

Follow us on our social media:
Malaysia
Facebook: ZENXIN Organic Food Malaysia
Instagram: zenxin.organic.food

We are stoked to share that ZENXIN Organic Food was awarded 
Best Organic Food Producer 2019 by Lang International Corporate 
Titan Awards (LICTA)! What great news at the beginning of 
the year!

This is such a great 
recognition of 
18 years of hard 
work in organic 
farming and we 
want to share this 
honour with farm 
colleagues from 
our 5 farms and 
farmers from 32 
contract farms.

A sincere Thank You to all our loyal customers who drive us to be 
better every day. Last but not least, we appreciate the hard work 
from our team members! Your passion and energy are the driving 
force to realise this organic difference we can make to the world.

We look forward to better an organic 2020 with you!

ZENXIN, always with you, for you.

AEON 
Organic Fair

ZENXIN Organic Food Retail shop, located at Pasir 
Panjang Singapore is spotting a new look with 
improved features and an open kitchen!
Currently, we have curated a comprehensive 
range of kid friendly organic products, as well as 
a brand new series of certified organic cleaning 
solutions from Germany for your selection.
Come check out our newly renovated store!
Address: BLK 14 WHOLESALE CENTER, 01-25 
SINGAPORE 110014

New year with 
new look

Best Organic Food 
Producer 2019 by LICTA
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S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y 
E F F O R T S

Everyday

Every year on April 22, Earth Day marks the anniversary of the birth of the modern environmental 
movement founded in 1970. To date, Earth Day has inspired individuals, communities and businesses to be 
more conscious about environmental issues and to drive transformative change for people and planet. This 

year marks the 50 th anniversary of Earth Day. Let’s celebrate and commit to making everyday ---- Earth Day!

From Day 1, ZENXIN has been striving to build 
a sustainable organic business for the well-
being of our customers, societies, investors, 
co-workers, suppliers and all involved. Our most 
recent effort is a shot at greener and more 
sustainable packaging, so as to leave greener 
footprints on our planet without compromising 
the freshness and quality of the fresh produce.

Scan here to learn more about 
ZENXIN’s sustainable efforts

Our 
Sustainable 
Efforts
  Green
  Packaging

PLA-Laminated 
          Paper Tray

Polylactic acid (PLA) plastic is 
derived from renewable 

resources – corn. By 
switching  the packaging 

material from previous 
PET and Oxium 

plastic tray to PLA 
plastic, we are able to 

reduce 70 – 80% 
 of plastic usage.

Compostable 
Cellulose Net

Certified with ‘OK compost’ 
conformity mark by TUV  

Austria, this cellulose net is 
100% compostable under 

home or industrial 
composting environment. 

With this change,  
we eliminate 95% 

of plastic.
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PLA-Laminated 
          Paper Tray

Polylactic acid (PLA) plastic is 
derived from renewable 

resources – corn. By 
switching  the packaging 

material from previous 
PET and Oxium 

plastic tray to PLA 
plastic, we are able to 

reduce 70 – 80% 
 of plastic usage.

ZENXIN ORGANIC FARM MART
Plot 47A & 47B, Batu 9, Jalan Batu Pahat, 
86000 Kluang, Johor, Malaysia.
Tel: +60 (7) 759 5196, +60 (19) 773 8985
Fax: +60 (7) 759 5193
Email: zenxinorganicpark@gmail.com
Opens daily from 9.00am to 6.30pm

ZENXIN ORGANIC FOOD (Kluang Mall)
Lot No. G-15A, Ground Floor, Kluang Mall,
Jalan Rambutan, Bandar Kluang,
86000 Kluang, Johor, Malaysia.
Tel: +60 (7) 776 7289 / +60 (7) 772 8299

ZENXIN@TAMAN SENTOSA
No.57, Jalan Sulam, 11 Taman Sentosa,
80150 Johor Bahru, Johor, Malaysia.
Tel: +60 (7) 331 9299 / +60 (7) 331 9399
Email: zenxinjb@zenxin.com.my

ZENXIN@TAMAN DAYA
No.18, Jalan Pinang 52, Taman Daya,  
81100 Johor Bahru, Johor, Malaysia.
Tel: +60 (7) 351 5299   Fax: +60 (7) 335 6299
Email: zenxinjb@zenxin.com.my

ZENXIN@ SKUDAI
No.65, Jln Pahlawan 1, Taman Ungku Tun Aminah, 
81300 Skudai, Johor, Malaysia.
Tel: +60 (7) 558 3299

ZENXIN@BUKIT INDAH
No. 27, Jalan Indah 16/12, Taman Bukit Indah,
81200 Johor Bahru, Johor, Malaysia.
Tel: +60 (7) 239 6799

ZENXIN@CHENG
No 12A, Jalan Inang 1, Taman Paya Rumput Utama,
76300 Paya Rumput, Melaka, Malaysia.
Tel: +60 (6) 335 7299, +60 (16) 670 6600
 
ZENXIN@MELAKA RAYA
No.585, Jalan Melaka Raya, Taman Melaka Raya,
75000 Melaka, Malaysia.
Tel: +60 (6) 288 1299
Email: zenxinmelaka@zenxin.com.my
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ZENXIN@SRI PETALING
No. 90 Jalan Radin Anum 1,
Taman Sri Petaling,
57000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Tel: +60 (3) 9059 5299 / +60(3)9058 8969
Text: +60 (19) 224 5148
Email: kv.zenxin@gmail.com

ZENXIN@DAMANSARA UPTOWN
43G, Jalan SS21/37, Damansara Utama,  
47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia
Tel: +60 (3) 7496 6335, +60 (12) 608 6335
Email: zenxin.uptown@gmail.com

ZENXIN ORGANIC@BANDAR UTAMA
Ground Floor, AEON@Bandar Utama Store,
S125, 1 Utama Shopping Centre, 
1, Lebuh Bandar Utama, Bandar Utama,  
47800 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia
Tel: +60 (3) 7496 6335, +60 (12) 370 8229
Email: tene@zenxin.com.my

ZENXIN@BANDAR TANJONG TOKONG
98-G-19, Jalan Fettes,
Bandar Tanjong Tokong,
11200, Pulau Pinang, Malaysia.
Tel: +60 (4) 892 0798    Fax: +60 (4) 892 0798
Email: chengjie@zenxin.com.my, peiqi@zenxin.com.my

ZENXIN@BAYAN BARU
5-G-16, The Promenade, Persiaran Mahluri,
11950 Bayan Baru, Penang, Malaysia.
Tel: +60 (18) 262 4798
Opens daily from 8.30am – 7pm

ZENXIN@PASIR PANJANG
Blk 14, Pasir Panjang Wholesale Centre #01-25,
Singapore 110014
Tel: +65 6778 7369, +65 6779 7839
Fax: +65 6777 0879

RETAIL OUTLETS

HEAD QUARTER
ZENXIN AGRI-ORGANIC FOOD SDN. BHD.
No.8, (PLO67) Jalan Teknologi 1, Kawasan Perindustrian Mengkibol, 86000 Kluang, Johor, Malaysia.
Tel: +60 (7) 7728199, +60 (7) 7736899  |  Fax: +60 (7) 7766799
Email: zenxinkluang@zenxin.com.my / zenxin.organic@gmail.com
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Our Footsteps
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STAY CONNECTED WITH 

ZENXIN: 
YOUR MOST TRUSTED 

CERTIFIED ORGANIC FOOD GROCER

#ZENXINwithyouforyou

B R O U G H T  T O  Y O U  B Y

Head Quarter:

ZENXIN AGRI-ORGANIC FOOD SDN. BHD.
No.8, (PLO67) Jalan Teknologi 1,
Kawasan Perindustrian Mengkibol,
86000 Kluang, Johor, Malaysia
www.zenxin.com.my


